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Digital Business And E Commerce Management 6
This book highlights the latest research articles presented at the second Digital
Marketing & eCommerce Conference in June 2021. Papers include a diverse set of
digital marketing and eCommerce-related topics such as sser psychology and behavior
in social commerce, influencer marketing in social commerce, social media
monetization strategies, social commerce characteristics and their impact on user
behavior, branding on social media, social media-based business models, user privacy
and security protection on social media, social video marketing and commerce, among
other topics.
E-commerce and V-business examines the impact of the Internet and associated
technologies on two related aspects of business: electronic commerce and virtual
organization. Using a combination of recent theory and empirical evidence it
demonstrates how forward thinking organizations are reaping considerable advantages
from exciting new business models in these areas. Such models require radical
rethinking of many aspects of traditional business. The book covers many of the critical
and contemporary issues stemming from these important new developments. The
collected papers in this book illustrate the wide variety of business opportunities
afforded by e-commerce and virtual business. They describe and discuss the important
issues that follow in the wake of an organization deciding to pursue consumers
electronically and organize its operations virtually. It brings a good balance of theory
and practical issues from different perspectives from different parts of the globe *
Packed with new case studies and material illustrating how electronic commerce and
virtual business have created significant strategic benefits *Emphasis on leading-edge
technologies and applications * Examines both large and small organizations from
around the globe
Jack Shaw has brought his message - packed with specifics, yet straightforward
enough to appeal to those new to the concepts - to enthusiastic audiences in over a
thousand organizations around the world. In this, his newest book, Surviving the Digital
Jungle, Jack addresses one of the most critical issues facing business today.In
Surviving the Digital Jungle you'll learn about: -- The Marketplace impact of eBusiness
-- The current and emerging technologies of eBusiness -- Examples of companies
successfully utilizing those technologies -- The steps to take for Digital Business
TransformationA graduate of Yale with an MBA from the Kellogg School at
Northwestern University, Jack has worked on the cutting edge of business technology
for over a quarter century. He is now recognized worldwide as a leading expert on the
Internet, eCommerce and eBusiness.Jack's clients include IBM, Coca-Cola, Exrox,
Textron, Motorola, Pennzoil, GE Information Services, Quaker Oats, The U.S. Dept. of
Association and many others.Written for the non-technical businessperson, Surviving
the Digital Jungle can be read in about 90 minutes: the length of a typical airplane flight.
This is the most modern business law and legal environment book available.
Contemporary Business and E-Commerce Law, 4/e provides readers with the most
extensive and cutting edge coverage of the emerging area of information technology
and e-commerce law. The book showcases over 40 new U.S. Supreme Court Cases
that have been decided during the past three years, plus over 120 traditional cases. An
eight-part presentation covers the legal, e-commerce, and global environment;
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traditional and e-commerce contracts; e-commerce and information technology;
commercial and internet transactions; employment and equal opportunity laws;
domestic and multinational business; government regulation; and property and
insurance. For entrepreneurs who want to start a business and investigate the legal
issues unique to them, and others interested in business law.
This is the fourth edition of a unique textbook that provides extensive coverage of the
evolution, the current state, and the practice of e-business strategies. It provides a solid
introduction to understanding e-business and e-commerce by combining fundamental
concepts and application models with practice-based case studies. An ideal classroom
companion for business schools, the authors use their extensive knowledge to show
how corporate strategy can imbibe and thrive by adopting vibrant e-business
frameworks with proper tools. Students will gain a thorough knowledge of developing
electronic and mobile commerce strategies and the methods to deal with these issues
and challenges.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on
Digital Economy, ICDEc 2019, held in Beirut, Lebanon, in April 2019. The conference
was founded in 2016 to discuss innovative research and projects related to the support
role of Information System Technologies in the digital transformation process, business
innovation and e-commerce. The 31 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 89 submissions. The theme of ICDEc 2019 was “Digital
Economy: Emerging Technologies and Business Innovation”. The papers were
organized in topical sections named: digital transformation; e-finance; social media
communication; intelligent systems; e-commerce and business analytics; e-learning
and cloud education; e-commerce and digital economy; data science; digital marketing;
and digital business model.
Guide to Setting up an E-Commerce Website, SEO, and Digital Marketing Strategies How to set up an e-Commerce website-Website configuration and management for
Google search engine optimization (SEO) - Driving more traffic through social media
and other digital marketing techniques - Measuring performance with Google Analytics
-Running pay-per-click advertising campaigns - E-Commerce business models,
including dropshipping and the sale of digital products. - Passive income ideas, such as
affiliate marketing and Google AdSense - The elements of good web design Who is the
Book for? This book is intended for small businesses, start-ups and individual
entrepreneurs who want to manage their own online business effectively for Google
search engine optimization, to familiarize themselves with common content
management system (CMS) features, track their business metrics, and manage their
digital marketing and pay-per-click campaigns. What Topics are Covered in this Book
and Where Should I Start? The topics in this book involve managing your website on
the client - that is from the administration dashboard of your content management
system (CMS). It also offers advice for small changes you might want to make to the
code files. You will learn to write the sort of content that generates shares and follows,
how to work with influencers, grow your brand, retain your followers, write great
captions and titles, integrate your social media accounts with your blog, understand the
psychology that drives online engagement, and much more.In addition, you will learn
about some of the more popular e-commerce business models, as well as social media
marketing, managing pay-per-click (PPC) advertising campaigns with Google Ads and
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Facebook. In terms of SEO, we will focus on optimizing for Google's search engine. We
will also discuss how to set up and add products to an online shop and cover some
common technical issues. You will often hear digital marketing specialists say that there
is no proven method for online success. It is easy to get caught in a frenzy of trying
every single marketing strategy out there, in the hope that it will catapult your business
to instant success. What often happens is that you cannot see the results of your digital
labor or anyone else's because you do not know enough about what's under the hood,
or how to track your website's performance. As a result, you waste time and money.
This is your business. Do not be ignorant. You will need to teach yourself about the
digital landscape before launching any online business. I am not saying you need a
diploma, but you should understand the fundamentals.
Providing a template for seizing the opportunities offfered by digital business
technologies, this book presents six real-life cases to demonstrate both the power and
risks involved. The authors - both experienced professionals in management education
and telecommunications - introduce Total Action concepts and methodologies - where
every activity inside the organization is directly relevant for its customers. Winners use
these to make front-line people the point of decision making, to unlock information
about customers, and to manage the fulfillment of their commitments. The result is a
discovery tour of new management concepts that will help your business triumph in
todays digital world. From the reviews: "This book is mandatory reading for every
manager and professional." - Thomas Middelhoff, Chairman & CEO Bertelsmann AG;
"This is a powerful and straightforward starting point for all managers and organizations
seeking to master the new frontiers of business." A.-W. Scheer, Chairman of the
Supervisory Board IDS Scheer AG

This book provides a holistic picture of the digital age as it emerges in the 2010s.
On the background of business analysis concepts from firm to megatrends and
all business sectors of the World, the digital age of information systems and
digital drivers are thoroughly laid out.
The COVID-19 pandemic caused global shock to the entire economic system. As
a result of the government restrictions, both production and distribution channels
were interrupted. In this situation, however, it was possible to observe that some
companies were able to adapt to these new conditions. The demand for the
possibility of translating physical business into virtual increased. The COVID-19
restrictions showed that many entrepreneurs do not have enough knowledge
about the available online tools and possibilities. Given that the digital
transformation of business today often consists only of incorporating existing
tools into existing processes, transition to e-commerce could be made easily and
quickly. Moving Businesses Online and Embracing E-Commerce: Impact and
Opportunities Caused by COVID-19 analyzes the impact of COVID-19-related
restrictions on business models of enterprises affected most by these restrictions
and examines transformational changes induced by the accelerated adoption of
internet technologies and transition to e-commerce-based business models.
Covering topics such as customer relationship management (CRM), small and
medium enterprises (SMEs), and customer loyalty, this book serves as an
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essential resource for business owners, CEOs, managers, IT consultants, web
developers, students, professors, entrepreneurs, researchers, industry
professionals, and academicians.
Annotation. Continuing the tradition of Journal of Management Information
Systems, this strictly refereed series of research volumes offers an unparalleled
lasting record of the field of Information Systems. Featuring brand new material
specifically written for this series, each volume presents both knowledge
aboutorganizational systems, and methods for creating new knowledge in the
discipline. To further the field¿s continuing development, the series is designed to
serve researchers as well as practitioners. AMIS publishes several topical
volumes each year, edited by leading authorities in the various subfields of IS.
This text offers a comprehensive introduction to the theory and practice of ebusiness and e-commerce management. The author, Dave Chaffey, brings his
trademarks of authority, clarity of expression and teaching expertise to bear on a
subject in which he actively lectures and consults. Popular for its cutting-edge
and contemporary coverage, this text offers an international approach and a
good balance between the technical and managerial topics of central importance
to developing an understanding of this subject. Developed for students studying ebusiness or e-commerce at undergraduate or postgraduate level, and also used
by many business managers, this is the essential text to keep pace with
technology, strategy and implementation.
Doctoral Thesis / Dissertation from the year 2016 in the subject Business
economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, Comenius
University in Bratislava (Management), language: English, abstract: The present
work explores the impact of the global megatrend of digitalization on the business
model of small and midsize companies, especially on retail. Fundamentally, the
revolutionized search and purchasing behavior of consumers is in the center of
the analysis. Businesses around the world need to adapt to the digital consumer,
otherwise they will simply be consolidated. The core question this work tries to
answer, is the further development of online purchase behavior, precisely the
hypothesis, that only online purchase will stagnate or even slow down for certain
product categories. In order to have a better understanding of the current
situation among small and midsize companies on the knowledge about
digitalization, an online survey with more than 100 participating leaders from
retail companies has been executed. The main part for discussing the hypothesis
is based on the model of asymmetric information between buyers and seller, the
Principal Agent Theory by Georg Akerlof. Information asymmetry is the key to
understand different aspects that impact on e-commerce. Key leavers (selected)
to influence information search and purchase are big data, social isolation, cyber
crime and aggressive marketing. One of the conclusions is, that The Principal
Agent Theory, developed quite a long time before digitalization began, is still
valid and there are different pros and cons in “the old” and the digital world, in
regard to asymmetric information. Truly digitalization is unstoppable, but for
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certain products and industries, online purchase behavior will stagnate or
decrease. The model of asymmetric information permits clear recommendations
and guidance for small and midsize companies to evaluate urgency to adapt
digital consumer purchase behavior. Key words: digitalization, e-commerce,
digital convergence, information asymmetry, Principal Agent Theory, digital
consumer, omni-channel retail
Finally, there's an authoritative, comprehensive manager's guide to every aspect
of building and managing a successful e-Business! e-Business and e-Commerce
for Managers starts by reviewing today's leading e-Business models, as well as
several key industries where e-Businesses offer especially attractive
opportunities, including entertainment, career development, e-Publishing, and
online finance. Next, it helps managers address each key strategic and technical
component of a successful e-Business. Coverage includes: planning and building
a robust Web site infrastructure; deploying effective Internet-based marketing
and affiliate programs; using Customer Relationship Management to strengthen
customer loyalty; managing online transactions; protecting the security of your
site; and much more. The book includes a step-by-step guide to e-Business site
building, as well as a full chapter on leveraging new e-Business opportunities
associated with the wireless Internet. An appendix features development of a
complete Web-based shopping cart application using HTML, JavaScript,
VBScript, Active Server Pages, and an Access database. For all managers,
business owners, and others who need a comprehensive overview of how to
build and manage an e-Business.
Digital Communities in a Networked Society: e-Commerce, e-Business and eGovernment deals with the accelerating evolution in the computerization of
society. This evolution, or should we call it a revolution, is dominantly driven by
the Internet, and documented by the novelties introduced, year by year, by
Information and Communication Technologies. The book contains recent results
of research and development in the areas of: -E-government, -Business models
of e-applications, -Innovative structures in the internet, -Auctions and e-payment,
-Future aspects of communication, -Internet and the web, -Advanced platforms
and grid computing, -Cooperation and integration, -Modeling and construction of
e-services.
Information and communication technology, in particular artificial intelligence, can
be used to support economy and commerce using digital means. This book is
about agents and multi-agent distributed systems applied to digital economy and
e-commerce to meet, improve, and overcome challenges in the digital economy
and e-commerce sphere. Agent and multi-agent solutions are applied in
implementing real-life, exciting developments associated with the need to
eliminate problems of distributed systems. The book presents solutions for both
technology and applications, illustrating the possible uses of agents in the
enterprise domain, covering design and analytic methods, needed to provide a
solid foundation required for practical systems. More specifically, the book
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provides solutions for the digital economy, e-sourcing clusters in network
economy, and knowledge exchange between agents applicable to online trading
agents, and security solutions to both digital economy and e-commerce.
Furthermore, it offers solutions for e-commerce, such as, mapping and alignment
of ontologies for business, negotiation, automated auctions, recommender
systems to support traders in business activities, and game simulations.
The spread of the Internet into all areas of business activities has put a particular focus on
business models. The digitalization of business processes is the driver of changes in company
strategies and management practices alike. This textbook provides a structured and
conceptual approach, allowing students and other readers to understand the commonalities
and specifics of the respective business models. The book begins with an overview of the
business model concept in general by presenting the development of business models,
analyzing definitions of business models and discussing the significance of the success of
business model management. In turn, Chapter 2 offers insights into and explanations of the
business model concept and provides the underlying approaches and ideas behind business
models. Building on these foundations, Chapter 3 outlines the fundamental aspects of the
digital economy. In the following chapters the book examines various core models in the
business to consumer (B2C) context. The chapters follow a 4-C approach that divides the
digital B2C businesses into models focusing on content, commerce, context and connection.
Each chapter describes one of the four models and provides information on the respective
business model types, the value chain, core assets and competencies as well as a case study.
Based on the example of Google, Chapter 8 merges these approaches and describes the
development of a hybrid digital business model. Chapter 9 is dedicated to business-tobusiness (B2B) digital business models. It shows how companies focus on business solutions
such as online provision of sourcing, sales, supportive collaboration and broker services.
Chapter 10 shares insight into the innovation aspect of digital business models, presenting
structures and processes of digital business model innovation. The book is rounded out by a
comprehensive case study on Google/Alphabet that combines all aspects of digital business
models. Conceived as a textbook for students in advanced undergraduate courses, the book
will also be useful for professionals and practitioners involved in business model innovation,
and applied researchers.
Step-by-step guide to learning the role of E-commerce in our economy KEY FEATURES •
Hands-on with the concept of E-Commerce and E-Business. •Understand the know-how of
working of E-Commerce framework. •Learn the type of E-Payment system and its mechanism.
•Understanding Brand building and Digital Marketing methods. DESCRIPTION Electronic
Commerce (E-Commerce) is a new way of carrying out business transactions through
electronic means in general and the Internet environment by supporting this industry in
particular, has been proving its potential benefits and effective contribution to the socioeconomic growth. As an essential part of the “Digital Economy”, E-Commerce plays a key role
in opening the door to the 21st century, the new era of the knowledge-based economy. In this
book, you will understand the basic concepts of E-Commerce and E-Business. The Internet
has the broadcasting capability and is a mechanism for information dissemination and a
medium for collaboration and interaction between individuals through computers irrespective of
geographic locations. The motive of this book is to present an introduction to E-Commerce and
E-Banking industry. It will cover the key E-Banking concepts, changing dynamics,
implementation approaches, and management issues in the E-Banking industry and Brand
building. WHAT YOU WILL LEARN •Understand the different models of E-Commerce. •Get to
know more about the various types of Electronic Payment Systems. •Understand the security
issues in Electronic Payment Systems. •Get familiar with the concept of Electronic banking
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and Online publishing. •Understanding how Digital marketing can impact on E-Commerce.
WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR This book is for everyone interested in knowing more about ECommerce. Existing professionals associated with the E-Commerce industry can use this book
as a reference guide. TABLE OF CONTENTS 1.Describe the concept of E-commerce and Ebusiness 2.Understand the E-commerce framework 3.Learn the various functions of Ecommerce 4.Describe the models of E-commerce 5.Describe the concept of the Internet and
its use in E-commerce 6.Define the various types of electronic payment systems 7.Understand
the security issues in electronic payment system 8.Learn the concept of electronic banking and
online publishing 9.Describe the methods of brand building in the market 10.Understand the
role of digital marketing in brand building
Today's Complete, Focused, Up-to-Date Guide to Analytics for Ecommerce Profit from
analytics throughout the entire customer experience and lifecycle Make the most of all the fastchanging data sources now available to you For all ecommerce executives, strategists,
entrepreneurs, marketers, analysts, and data scientists "Ecommerce Analytics" is the only
complete single-source guide to analytics for your ecommerce business. It brings together all
the knowledge and skills you need to solve your unique problems, and transform your data into
better decisions and customer experiences. Judah Phillips shows how to use analysis to
improve ecommerce marketing and advertising, understand customer behavior, increase
conversion rates, strengthen loyalty, optimize merchandising and product mix, streamline
transactions, optimize product mix, and accurately attribute sales. Drawing on extensive
experience leading large-scale analytics programs, he also offers expert guidance on building
successful analytical teams; surfacing high-value insights via dashboards and visualization;
and managing data governance, security, and privacy. Here are the answers you need to
make the most of analytics in ecommerce: throughout your organization, across your entire
customer lifecycle.
Digital marketing is a daunting task for many small business owners. It often seems
intimidating and complicated, and the benefits are not easily measured, but without it, many
businesses die out. In Online or Flatline, Nick Choat offers compelling reasons to get your
business online and easy-to-use tools to make it possible: How to set up an attractive webpage
How to prioritize your social media efforts How to use review feedback to interact with
customers How to optimize your ability to be found on Google How to combine traditional and
digital advertising and many more Nick Choat has witnessed the evolution of digital marketing.
He started at a young age, working in his parents' small, hometown grocery store in rural
Tennessee, where he learned about customer service and loyalty. When he was offered a
management position with Kroger, he made the bold move to exit the food industry, and took a
chance on a degree in software development long before the tech boom of the 1990s. His first
job was for Boeing, followed by several years consulting businesses for Ernst & Young. He
was on board with Disney when they pioneered the online streaming of hi-def television, a
revolutionary move when corporations were still fearful of the shifting marketplace. After
realizing that he wanted to exchange his life in corporate America for one with more autonomy
in his business, he bought a Sports Clips franchise and set a personal goal to empower all
small business owners to utilize the tools at their fingertips. Online or Flatline gives small
business owners an easy to follow, affordable guide and a strong plan of action for creating a
successful and valuable online presence.
This textbook focuses on the members of the digital value chain of eBusiness and eCommerce
and dedicates a separate chapter to each member part: eProducts & eServices,
eProcurement, eMarketing, eContracting, eDistribution, ePayment, as well as eCustomer
Relationship Management. In addition to business models and business webs, digital
procurement and marketing processes are likewise addressed such as electronic negotiation
processes, security questions with digital signatures, as well as electronic supplier relationship
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management and customer relationship management. The topics are described based on
explicit procedures and descriptive examples of application. The gradual set-up of an
electronic Webshop for DVD’s serves as a continuous case study. The book is directed
towards students of economics at universities and technical colleges; it is also suitable for
executives, project leaders, and company experts who deal with the digital value chain.
????:(?)???·???-????(Fiona Ellis-Chadwick)?(?)???·??(Richard mayer)?(?)??·????(Kevin
Johnston)
This volume contains the proceedings of the First International ICST Conference on Digital
Business (DigiBiz 2009), hosted by City University London in London, UK. This annual event
had the main objective to stimulate and disseminate research results and experimentation on
future Digital Business to a wider multidisciplinary forum that would allow the participants to
cross the boundaries between research and business. The scientific offering in e-business, ecommerce, and ICT in general is quite broad and spans many different research themes,
involving several communities and me- odologies. The growth and dynamic nature of these
research themes pose both ch- lenges and opportunities. The challenges are in having
scientists and practitioners talk to each other: despite the fact that they work on similar
problems they often use very different languages in terms of research tools and approaches.
The opportunities on the other hand arise when scientists and practitioners engage in
multidisciplinary d- cussions leading to new ideas, projects and products.
Digital Business and E-commerce ManagementPearson UKDigital Business i E-Commerce
ManagementDigital Business and E-Commerce ManagementPearson Education Limited

The convenience of online shopping has driven consumers to turn to the internet
to purchase everything from clothing to housewares and even groceries. The
ubiquity of online retail stores and availability of hard-to-find products in the digital
marketplace has been a catalyst for a heighted interest in research on the best
methods, techniques, and strategies for remaining competitive in the era of ecommerce. The Encyclopedia of E-Commerce Development, Implementation,
and Management is an authoritative reference source highlighting crucial topics
relating to effective business models, managerial strategies, promotional
initiatives, development methodologies, and end-user considerations in the online
commerce sphere. Emphasizing emerging research on up-and-coming topics
such as social commerce, the Internet of Things, online gaming, digital products,
and mobile services, this multi-volume encyclopedia is an essential addition to
the reference collection of both academic and corporate libraries and caters to
the research needs of graduate-level students, researchers, IT developers, and
business professionals. .
This textbook introduces readers to digital business from a management
standpoint. It provides an overview of the foundations of digital business with
basics, activities and success factors, and an analytical view on user behavior.
Dedicated chapters on mobile and social media present fundamental aspects,
discuss applications and address key success factors. The Internet of Things
(IoT) is subsequently introduced in the context of big data, cloud computing and
connecting technologies, with a focus on industry 4.0, smart business services,
smart homes and digital consumer applications, as well as artificial intelligence.
The book then turns to digital business models in the B2C (business-toconsumer) and B2B (business-to-business) sectors. Building on the business
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model concepts, the book addresses digital business strategy, discussing the
strategic digital business environment and digital business value activity systems
(dVASs), as well as strategy development in the context of digital business.
Special chapters explore the implications of strategy for digital marketing and
digital procurement. Lastly, the book discusses the fundamentals of digital
business technologies and security, and provides an outline of digital business
implementation. A comprehensive case study on Google/Alphabet, explaining
Google's organizational history, its integrated business model and its market
environment, rounds out the book.
As financial systems migrate to a pervasive, online environment, business
leaders and layman investors alike must adapt to changes in the market brought
about by this new age of business. Strategic E-Commerce Systems and Tools for
Competing in the Digital Marketplace advances the body of knowledge on
electronic business and commerce with an in-depth look at the opportunities and
concerns surrounding online business and finance. This cutting-edge reference
aids business leaders, financial managers, investors, and consumers looking to
build their portfolios and thrive in modern digital business environments.
Written in an engaging and informative style, Digital Business and E-Commerce
Management will give you the knowledge and skills to be able to handle the
speed of change faced by organisations in the digital world. In this seventh
edition of the book, Chaffey, Hemphill and Edmundson-Bird bring together the
most recent academic and practitioner thinking, covering all aspects of digital
business including strategy, digital comms and transformation.
An Introduction to e-Business provides the contemporary knowledge of the key
issues affecting the modern e-business environment and links theory and
practice of management strategies relating to e-business. This book brings
together the most cogent themes for an introduction to e-business and
constitutes a valuable contribution to formalising common themes for teaching
the subject in higher education. It brings together theoretical perspectives based
on academic research and the application of e-business strategies. These
concepts are further explored in the six case studies that follow the set chapters.
This new textbook integrates the main themes to provide a complete picture of
the key elements relevant to an introductory text in e-business. To fully
appreciate the e-business environment it is necessary to understand the links
between the different disciplines that come together to form
If you want to run a Digital Based Business Without the Hassle and Huge Capital,
this book is definitely for you. Inside you'll get 2 in 1 business bundle: Aliexpress
E-Commerce - How to get started with no money for inventory - What is
dropshipping via Aliexpress and how you can do it fast! - How to never worry
about inventory ever again - How to fulfill orders without the hassle - How to
market your products with just a few dollars - How to choose a product that will
sell on Facebook Bonus training for this version: how to create your own Shopify
store from start to finish The Guru Blueprint - How to choose a market that will
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produce money for the years to come - How to create a product from scratch How to become an expert in 21 days or less - 8 ways to get free traffic online! How to sell your products via WEBINAR - The dangers of information marketing
and the top mistakes rookies make 90% of the time
In the digital age, consumers have morphed from passive receivers of marketing
messages to active suppliers of information about product through various digital
media, creating a need for businesses to effectively manage a more diverse and
creative range of consumers. Managing Diversity, Innovation, and Infrastructure
in Digital Business is a collection of innovative research on new avenues in
overall digital infrastructures, digital modern business infrastructures, business
automation, and financial aspects of modern businesses. Featuring research on
topics such as electronic word-of-mouth strategies, social media marketing, and
digital communication, this book is ideally designed for business professionals,
managers, and undergraduate and postgraduate business students seeking
current research on business in the digital environment.
Academic Paper from the year 2021 in the subject Business economics General, grade: 2, University of Frankfurt (Main), language: English, abstract:
This research paper is concerned with business transformation to e-commerce
and represented by Andreessen’s pronouncement that software companies now
dominate the market rather than traditional businesses. Therefore, this short
study will critically appraise this statement by evaluating the contribution made by
a high- tech start-up software company in the transformation of business to the ecommerce model. The company Palantir, which initiated its IPO in October 2020,
is the subject of this study. In order to accomplish this objective, the transition
from traditional business models to the digital or e-commerce model is outlined,
and the suggested software domination of e-business and its context appraised.
The e-commerce focus of the company Palantir is then presented and its relative
success compared with other software companies and traditional businesses is
analysed; financial success is particularly relevant to responding to claims made
by Andreessen. Hence, the effectiveness of Palantir Technologies’ e-platform in
delivering value for its users is determined as a major example of business
transformation from physical to digital. In order to accomplish this outcome, a
mixed methods approach is taken to the research, which gathers objective facts
and subjective opinion to assess the performance of Palantir Technologies as a
contributor to e-business performance. Secondary data will be collected from a
range of reliable resources, for instance journal articles, industry magazines,
financial websites associated with the US stock market, and reliable websites
and newspapers. The research is reported in four parts: the introduction which
provides the re- search problem and methodology; major theories underpinning
the research; critical appraisal of Palantir Technologies in comparison with similar
companies; conclusion and recommendations.
Looks at examples of how companies are setting up commercial Web sites, and
discusses outsourcing, electronic catalogs, server software, payment options,
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and security
The Internet has ushered in a new era in the economies of networking. With the
increasing need for optimization based on these network economies, the ITbased e-business has become a platform for study as well as daily practice. In a
similar vein, global warming has raised many issues which come into conflict with
traditional research and policies. The Internet revolution has also shifted our
society from a government- and company-led economy to a ‘netizen’- and
consumer-led business world. This book enlightens us on why a harmonized
participation of traditional network members or interested groups is necessary
and how we can create values from diverse fields of interests and objectives,
including the corporate social responsibility (CSR) and eco-friendly productivity.
Digital Business and Sustainable Development integrates the platforms from
these two fields of study based on the comparative analysis of Asian and other
developing countries.
This volume covers business models, theoretical tools and international aspects
of e-business and e-commerce.
The evolution of information technologies, mobile devices, and social media as
well as the needs of students, workers, and academics have experienced rapid
changes in the past several years. This complex and dynamic reality requires
new forms of delivery of learning content to students, the building of special
learning environments, and new teaching methodologies for academics. Opening
Up Education for Inclusivity Across Digital Economies and Societies is an
essential reference source that aims to foster the international exchange of
academic insights and approaches in order to broaden visibility in the
development of technology for education, establish an international platform for
interactions on information technology and application in education, accelerate
innovation in education technology, and analyze the latest achievements and
progress in new and emerging information technology for education with a
special focus on higher education institutions. The book addresses applications
of technology use and digital competence development in education systems
around the world including both specific uses in classrooms and broader uses in
national and regional policies. The book is ideally designed for educators,
administrators, policymakers, managers, politicians, and academicians.
As businesses continue to embrace digital tools and technologies to enhance
customer engagement and develop digital channels, executives and leaders
must understand the drivers of market success, the opportunities for change, and
how enhanced leadership capabilities can help drive digital strategies. Leading
Digital Strategy explains what makes a digital operation successful and explores
how to align organizational structure with wider goals and implement a customercentric culture that supports multi-channel success. It covers key digital
developments to help executives understand the consumer and media trends
that are driving change. Including strategies and input from 300 senior executives
from major companies, Leading Digital Strategy gives readers the power to drive
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forward digital strategies and realize the lucrative opportunities for change.
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